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1. At one time or another we all fall under the influence of the enemy               
within. Realizing that we are giving in to temptation can be quite            
humbling and frightening to admit. What hope and incentive do the           
following verses give us when this occurs? 
 
Hebrews 4:14-16, James 4:6  
 
2. We often fall victim to the enemy within because we don’t            
understand how subtle temptation is. Temptation takes us through a          
series of small compromises and/or unwise decisions until we are          
enticed into sinning. How could the following passages help prepare          
you to deal with any temptations that may come your way? 
 
Galatians 6:7-10, Romans 6:12-13, Hebrews 2:17-18 
 
3. Ready Galatians 5:17. Discuss as a group the struggle between           
living a spiritual life and the constant temptation of sinful desires. How            
do you grow to the point that the desires of the Spirit are stronger than               
the desires of the flesh? 
 
4. How would you describe to a new believer that coming to Christ             
doesn’t necessarily mean their old temptations will just instantly be          
gone? Take some time to define in a way a new believer would             
understand the difference between justification, sanctification, and       
glorification. 
 
6. How do you deal with someone who keeps falling into sin and uses              
the excuse that it is okay because the Apostle Paul had the same             
problem: Romans 7? 
 
7. What is your “take aways” or real life application from Romans 7? 
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